PA P E R RAV E N B O OK S’

Publishing Packages

INCLUDES:

ESSENTIAL

STARTER

PROFESSIONAL

Developmental editing of the full manuscript in a Word document format—this editing phase closely examines the structure and
logical flow of your book and will include 1) summary comments on what works well in the book and what will still require re-working, 2)
comments in the margins of the manuscript, and 3) a personalized revision plan that details what to revise before the manuscript is ready
for the next editing phase



Editorial support as you implement suggestions made from the developmental editing phase



Copyediting of the full manuscript in a Word document format—this editing phase makes sure the paragraphs and sentences read
consistently and smoothly in your unique voice and will include 1) tracked changes of how we recommend re-wording, trimming, or
clarifying the text, as well as 2) a custom stylesheet to keep track of the particular spelling, punctuation, and formatting choices we are
collectively making in the editorial process







Proofreading of the full manuscript in Word document format, with attention to your book’s custom stylesheet






Metadata research to optimize the Amazon search algorithm to ensure the best possibility of your book hitting Amazon #1s in your book’s
best and most competitive categories







Custom back-of-the-book-copy, cover design, and interior design







Editorial support as you implement suggestions made from the copyediting phase

Custom “freebie” created to put in the front of your book so that you can turn readers into email list subscribers, includes the freebie itself,
assistance in designing the landing page, and drafting and scheduling the email follow-up sequence in your email service provider of
choice
Proofing the final print file PDF prior to publication
Publishing as an ebook, paperback, and hardback to be available in the Amazon global marketplace
Access to our proven book launch strategy, which includes how to build a launch team, get reviews for your book, what to post on
social media to create a buzz during launch week, and how to make sure your book hits Amazon #1s in your book’s most relevant and
competitive categories
Launch strategy call with our publicist to customize your launch strategy and optimize your connections, social media efforts, and
publicity opportunities
Custom press kit, using cover design elements, to use in pitching for media exposure
Set up and scheduling a podcast tour for massive exposure to your most relevant audiences (6 podcasts)























Custom social media graphics, copy, and hashtags, drafted and scheduled by our team to post during your book’s launch week
(3 social media platforms of your choice)



Custom email copy for your book launch team and main email list, drafted and scheduled by our team to send prior to and during your
book’s launch week



PA P E R RAV E N B O OK S’

Publishing Packages

INCLUDES:

ESSENTIAL

STARTER

PROFESSIONAL

Setting up a promotion for the launch of the book, with a goal of hitting Amazon #1s in your book’s most relevant and competitive
categories





Partnering with book reviewers to provide independent reviews on your book’s Amazon sales page





Interview with Paper Raven Books during your launch week, which gives your book exposure to our platform of approximately 10,000
followers on our social platforms





Support during the launch week, including daily sales numbers and current rank data







A dedicated Book Project Manager and experienced team to ensure the project stays on schedule and available to answer questions
along the way







PUBLISHING PACKAGE TYPES, INVESTMENT & TIMELINES
ESSENTIAL //
This is for the author who wants to self-publish their book with a professional
look and feel.

Apply for Publication with Paper Raven Books at
http://paperravenbooks.com/publishingapplication

Flat-fee investment: $7,500, timeline 10 to 12 weeks

PLEASE NOTE:
STARTER //
This is for the author who wants to self-publish but is also looking for
guidance on how to put together a successful book launch.
Investment depends on word count, estimated range $10,000 to $15,000,
timeline 12 to 14 weeks
PROFESSIONAL //
This is for the author who wants to self-publish but is also looking for a
professional team to implement a successful book launch that optimizes
online promotion (ie: email, social media, and podcast interviews).
Investment depends on word count, estimated range $20,000 to $25,000,
timeline 20 to 22 weeks

// We offer payment plans for all of our publishing packages. //

It’s part of our company philosophy that when you publish a book, the book
should be 100% yours.
The creative vision, the legal rights, and the profits are entirely yours. In order
to do this, we will need you to purchase two ISBNs under your name, one for
the paperback and one for the hardback. (Some countries also provide free
ISBNs.)
We’ll also need you to set up the accounts for publishing under your name,
but we will walk you through setting those up. It’ll be easy! Taken together,
with the ISBNs in your name and the accounts in your name, the book is
completely, legally yours.

